THE GLOBAL DMC SOLUTION

MADRID

TOP REASONS TO VISIT MADRID
Good connections with International
Direct Flights.
You will discover a wide range of facilities
and conference centres.
Hotels adapted to host all types of
events: Conferences and Meetings but
also Leisure and Incentive Trips.
One of the most connected Airports in
Spain with international direct flights
A warm climate and blue sky practically
throughout the year
A rich local and international
gastronomy.
Valuable historic heritage and a busy
cultural agenda with nearby with World
Heritage Sites.
Valuable natural and environmental
heritage with National and Natural Parks
in close distance.

UNIQUE IDEAS FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Paella Contest - Groups will be divided up and cook the typical dish of Spain; Paella. Up to 100 pax
Rooftop terraces visit- Accompanied by our professional guides, visit the coolest rooftops of
Madrid, including public buildings. From 60 to 70 pax
Flamenco Classes with a Spanish dancer - With the collaboration of a professional, guests will
learn how to dance and embrace the flamenco spirit. Up to 25 pax
Football Match at Real Madrid Stadium - Once in a life time experience, arrange a football
match at the home stadium of one of the best football teams in the world. Up to 15 pax
Wine tasting with Spanish Ham at a unique wine cellar -Visit a wine cellar dating from the 12th
century. Located in the historical town of Toledo, taste the different wines of the region. Up to
25 pax
Balloon Trip - Enjoy enjoying a bird’s eye view of Segovia, where the Roman Aqueduct is located
dating from the 1st century. Up to 220 pax
Historical themed parties in a unique venue - In a unique venue we will prepare a historical
themed dinner and guests can dress up and enjoy this interesting part of Spain’s History while
enjoying the Spanish Gastromony. Up to 100 pax

Rally tour to Toledo UNESCO village - Divided into teams and given a road-book the group must answer
questions and take part in challenges ending in Toledo. Up to 40 pax
Spanish folklore traditional party - A Spanish “Verbena” venue will be transformed in the style of a country fair.
Music will be played and guests are invited to to learn the steps of the Spanish `paso doble' Depending on
venue capacities
Spanish designer’s exclusive fashion show - Get to know a national designer enjoy trying on outfits and visit
the workshop where tailors transform ideas into real designs. Finally enjoy a fashion show of their designs. Up
to 20 pax
Flying time from UK / 2 hours 10 minutes
Time difference to UK / + 1 hour
Currency / Czech Crowns

COSTS
TWO DAY INCENTIVE BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX
From €400.00 per person
This includes: 2 nights in a 4 star hotel on BB basis (single
occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with meet and
greet, 2 half day sightseeing with lunch and 2 dinners.

CONFERENCE TRIP BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX:
From €150.00 per person per day
This includes: Overnight stay in a 4 star hotel on a BB basis
(single occupancy), arrival and departure transfers with
meet and greet, Daily Delegate Rate, plus rental of main
meeting room.

Please note that these are sample rates which are all subject to change upon request

